To investigate the impact of the aerosol effects on meteorological variables and pollutant concentrations two simulations with the WRF-Chem model have been performed over Europe for year 2010. We have performed a baseline simulation without any feedback effects and a second simulation including the direct as well as the indirect aerosol effect. The paper describes the full configuration of the model, the simulation design, special impacts and evaluation. Although low aerosol particle concentrations are detected, the inclusion of the feedback effects results in an increase of solar radiation at the surface over cloudy areas (North-West, including the Atlantic) and decrease over more sunny locations (SouthEast). Aerosol effects produce an increase of the water vapor and decrease the planet boundary layer height over the whole domain except in the Sahara area, where the maximum particle concentrations are detected. Significant ozone concentrations are found over the Mediterranean area. Simulated feedback effects between aerosol concentrations and meteorological variables and on pollutant distributions strongly depend on the aerosol concentrations and the clouds. Further investigations are necessary with higher aerosol particle concentrations. WRF-Chem variables are evaluated using available hourly ob-servations in terms of performance statistics. Standardized observations from the ENSEMBLE system webinterface were used. The research was developed under the second phase of Air Quality Model Evaluation International Initiative (AQMEII). WRF-Chem demonstrates its capability in capturing tem-poral and spatial variations of the major meteorological variables and pollutants, except the wind speed over complex terrain. The wind speed bias may affect the accuracy in the chemical predictions (NO2, SO2). The analysis of the correlations between simulated data sets and observational data sets indicates that the simulation with aerosol effects performs slightly better. These results indicate potential importance of the aerosol feedback effects and an urgent need to further improve the representations in current atmospheric models to reduce uncertainties at all scales.
Introduction
Aerosols are known to affect weather and climate via several ways but the feedback effects are one of the most uncertain research areas in air quality and climate modeling (Jacob and Winner, 2009 ). These uncertainties diminish our capability to generate reliable climate projections and to provide accurate weather and air quality predictions so, research tasks should be addressed to reduce these uncertainties. Aerosols and their precursors have both natural sources resulting from desert dust lifting, sea spray, volcanic eruptions, biogenic organic emissions and anthropogenic sources such as fossil fuel and biomass burning. The aerosols may produce a reduction of downward solar radiation (direct effect), a change in near surface temperature and thermal stability due to absorption of solar radiation which leads subsequently to a change in cloudiness (semi-direct effect) a decrease in cloud drop size but an increase in cloud droplet number concentrations through their role as cloud condensation nuclei (indirect effect). These effects have been observed in the past (Kaufman and Fraser, 1997; Rosenfeld and Woodley,1999) . New studies have been developed to study the multiple interactions between meteorology and chemistry in the atmosphere, for example aerosol-cloudradiation feedback effects (Zhang, 2008; Zhang et al., 2010; Forkel et al., 2012) and interactions between temperature, gas-phase chemistry and aerosols (Baklanov et al., 2014) We can also find opposite effects of the aerosols on the meteorological variables, for example the precipitation. Aerosols can decrease solar radiation on surface, so less heat is available for water evaporation and a reduction of precipitation is observed. On the other hand, depending of the absorbing characteristics of the aerosols (mineral dust, black carbon …) they could energize convective clouds and thus increasing precipitation (Levin and Brenguier, 2009) . Feedback effects can be particularly important during strong particles episodes (Konovalov et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2012) .
Realistic simulation of the feedback effects requires the use of integrated meteorology-chemistry on-line models that include detailed treatment of aerosol life cycle and aerosol impacts on radiation (direct effects) and clouds (indirect effects) (Baklanov et al., 2014; Baklanov, 2011, Bangert et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2011) . Historically, the study of these effects has been done separately in modeling approaches. Chemistry and weather forecasts have been developed as separate disciplines, leading tothe creation of separate modeling systems that are only loosely coupled (offline) (Grell and Baklanov, 2011) . Fully coupled on-line models, where meteorological and chemical processes are solved together on the same grid and with the same physical parameterizations are able to simulate the complex aerosol-cloud-radiation feedback effects (Zhang, 2008) . Recent case studies have shown that the inclusion of feedback effects can improve the model performance for specific cases and conditions Bangert et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2011; Forkel et al., 2012) . More research and studies are needed to investigate how the inclusion of feedback effects within on-line air quality models affects the simulation results over Europe for a longer simulation episode.
The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is a mesoscale non-hydrostatic meteorological model. WRF-Chem is a version of WRF coupled on-line with a chemistry model where meteorological and chemical components of the model are predicted simultaneously (Grell et al., 2005) . WRF-Chem is used for the simulations because it represents a state of the art in air quality online modeling.
The simulations have been run under the umbrella of the second phase of the AQMEII (Air Quality Model Evaluation International Initiative; http://aqmeii.jrc.ec.europa.eu/) model inter-comparison exercise, led by the Joint Research Center of the EU and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA). The simulations will contribute to the general objectives: (1) to exchange expert knowledge in regional air quality-climate modeling; (2) to identify gaps in the knowledge of air quality-climate science; (3) to develop methodologies to evaluate uncertainty in aerosol-climate interactions; (4) to establish methodologies for model evaluation to enhance the knowledge on climate processes and; (5) to support the use of models for inter-comparison exercises.
The evaluation of the model results through comparison with measurement and the analysis of the variables related to the climate-chemistry-aerosol-cloud-radiation feedback effects have been developed using the ENSEMBLE system (Bianconi et al., 2004; Galmarini et al., 2012) . It is a web-based platform for model intercomparison and multi-model ensemble analysis that has been in use since 2000 for emergency response application at the Joint Research Center in Ispra (Italy). The ENSEMBLE system acts as the central hub for modeling information and will provide on-line graphical representation tools to all data providers and access to all of the available model and monitoring data. The choice of a common analysis platform in this context helps guarantee the maximum level of harmonization among the various datasets and therefore of inter-comparability and evaluation.
Experiment setup
In order to investigate the impact of aerosol feedback effects, two WRF-Chem simulations are compared. The two simulations differ by the aerosol-meteorology interactions that were considered. The first simulation (baseline, NONFBIT1) is not taking into account any interactions between simulated aerosol concentrations and meteorology, i.e. solar radiation is not affected by the simulated aerosol concentrations and also simulated cloud droplet numbers and radiative properties do not depend on the simulated aerosol numbers. The second simulation (FBES3) differs from the baseline simulation by the inclusion of these effects (direct and indirect aerosol effect). This simulation also includes some aqueous phase chemical reactions within the cloud droplets.
With exception of the inclusion or omission of the aerosol radiative effect and the effect of simulated aerosol concentration on cloud properties WRF-Chem version 3.4.1 is configured identically for both simulations with the following common options: the Yonsei University (YSU) PBL scheme (Hong et al., 2006) , the NOAH land-surface model (Chen and Dudhia, 2001 ), the Morrison doublemoment cloud microphysics scheme (Morrison et al., 2009 ) and the Grell-3D cumulus parameterization that is an updated version of the Grell-Devenyi scheme (Grell and Devenyi, 2002) with radiative feedback and shallow convection. The Rapid Radiative Transfer Method for Global (RRTMG) long-wave and short-wave radiation scheme (Iacono et al., 2008 ) is applied for both simulations.
Simulation FBES3 accounts for the effect of simulated aerosol concentrations on radiation. The direct effect of aerosols on shortwave radiation in FBES3 is simulated based on Mie theory following the approach of Fast et al. (2006) . However, no extinction due to aerosol particles is taken into account for simulation NON-FBIT1, i.e. although aerosol is also simulated for the case NONFBIT1, no aerosol is assumed within the radiation modules.
The gas-phase chemistry is based on the Carbon-Bond Mechanism version Z (CBM-Z, Zaveri and Peters, 1999) mechanism. It has 67 species and 164 reactions in a lumped structure approach that classifies organic compounds according to their internal bond types. Rates for photolytic reactions are derived using the Fast-J photolysis rate scheme (Wild et al., 2000) . The aerosol module is the Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry (MOSAIC) (Zaveri et al., 2008) . MOSAIC includes sulfate, methanesulfonate, nitrate, chloride, carbonate, ammonium, sodium, calcium, black carbon (BC), primary organic mass (OC), liquid water, and other inorganic mass (OIN) with 4 Bin size ranges: (1) 3 nm -156 nm; (2) 156 nm -625 nm; (3) 625 nm -2.5 |im; (4) 2.5 |im -10 |im. Secondary organic aerosol formation is not considered. MOSAIC simulates major aerosol processes (e.g., inorganic aerosol thermodynamic equilibrium, binary nucleation, coagulation, condensation. A new dust flux constant and a desert dust improvement for spurious fluxes was introduced for the baseline simulation.
As simulation FBES3 accounts explicitly for aerosol cloud interactions on the basis of simulated aerosol concentrations and the indirect aerosol effect on radiation. In addition, formation of sulfate due to aqueous-phase chemistry is included in the FBES3 simulation. Condensation as well as aerosol scavenging by cloud droplet and wet deposition depend on simulated aerosol concentrations. The indirect effect of aerosols on cloud formation is accounted for the effects of clouds on shortwave radiation, treatments of aerosol activation/resuspension, and prognostic CDNC based on activated aerosols, as described by Chapman et al. (2009) . However, simulated aerosol concentrations are only considered for aerosol cloud interactions and the indirect effect for the grid scale clouds. Since subgrid clouds contribute to considerable amount to total precipitation the effect of explicit consideration of aerosol cloud interactions found here may be considered as a lower limit for the effect.
Since the 'no aerosol' assumption which is applied in NONFBIT1 for the radiation calculation is not possible with respect to aerosol cloud interactions (this would mean the unrealistic case of homogeneous nucleation) some assumption must be made if aerosol cloud interactions do not depend explicitly on simulated aerosol mass and numbers. The baseline assumption for the WRF/WRFChem in this case is continental aerosol throughout the entire domain.
The current simulations are part of the second phase of the AQMEII (Air Quality Model Evaluation International Initiative; http://aqmeii.jrc.ec.europa.eu/) model inter-comparison exercise (Im et al., 2014a (Im et al., , 2014b and complement further five WRF-Chem simulations for Europe within this exercise, where a modal aerosol description was applied (Forkel et al., 2014; Baro et al., 2014) . According to the common simulation strategy for AQMEII phase 2, the whole year 2010 was simulated as a sequence of 2-day time slices. The chemical state of the model is restarted from previous run, while meteorology is reinitialized each time-slot. It is clear that the simulation results will depend to some extent on the choice of length of the time slices (Wolke et al., 2012) . Two days were considered by the organizers of AQMEII phase2 as a compromise between allowing for direct and indirect aerosol effects on the one side and keeping the decline of the forecast quality and the unconstrained propagation of feedback effects, e.g. the disturbance of cloud cover due to changed energy balance etc. within limits. The first five days of simulation (26-31 December, 2009 ) are used as chemistry spin-up period. Nudging techniques have not been applied because they can suppress most feedback effects. The differences in model predictions between the two simulations for meteorological variables and air quality concentrations provide an estimate of the aerosol feedback effects.
The big modeling domain covers Europe and a portion of s northern Africa and as well as large areas affected by the Russian forest fires in 2010, with 270 by 225 grid cells projected at Lambert Conformal Conic (LCC) projection centered in latitude 50N, and longitude 12E. For better comparability, the same grid spacing of 23 km was adopted. The vertical resolution includes 33 layers from the surface to a fixed pressure of 50 hPa (about 20 km) with a finer resolution close to the surface and lowest layer height ca. 24m. According to the computational resources and CPU time limitations, all WRF-Chem groups of the AQMEII phase2 agreed to run the simulation with 33 layers although we are cognizant that the vertical aerosol distribution can modify the aerosol radiative forcing because scattering particles exhibit a greater forcing when they are located in the lowest levels (Haywood et al., 1999) . Shared common processing of initial and boundary conditions data, as well as anthropogenic and fire emissions data have been used.
To obtain the meteorological initial-and boundary conditions for the WRF-Chem runs data from the ECMWF operational archive was used. 3-hourly data (analysis at 00 and 12 UTC and respective forecasts 3/6/9 h) of different fields (e.g. temperature, wind, humidity, surface pressure, soil moisture, ground layer temperature ...) were extracted from the MARS archive. The spatial resolution of the used ECMWF data is 0.25° and it is provided on 91 model-levels. The data is further processed by the WRF-Chem preprocessor programs which interpolate the fields to the respective grid and provide files containing initial and boundary conditions for the WRF-Chem runs.
The chemical boundary conditions were provided by ECMWF IFS-MOZART model within the MACC-II project (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate -Interim Implementation; http://www.gmes-atmosphere.eu) every 3 h with 1.125 degrees of grid resolution. VOC and aerosol mapping from MOZART to CBM-Z and MOSAIC was based on Emmons et al. (2010) . Mineral dust aerosol discretization into the MOSAIC four-bin followed Johnson and Osborne (2011) .
The anthropogenic emissions are taken from MACC-TNO inventory (Kuenen et al., 2009) . MACC-TNO database is a gridded European high resolution inventory (0.125° x 0.0625°) that provides the total annual emissions of CH4, NO x , CO, SO2, NH3, NMVOC, unspeciated PM25 and PM10. The horizontal and vertical distribution of the emissions on the model grids, their time variability (monthly, daily and hourly) and NMVOCs speciation is done following Tuccella et al. (2012) . The EC and OC emissions are calculated from PM25 by using the method proposed by Builtjes (2003) . The conversion factor used to convert the emissions of OC to OM is 1.6 (Bessagnet et al., 2008) .
Biomass burning emission data have been calculated from global fire emission data that have been obtained by re-analysis of fire radiative power data obtained by MODIS instrument onboard of Aqua and Terra satellites during an integrated monitoring and modeling system for wildland fires (IS4FIRES) project (Sofiev et al., 2009) . The emission data are available for Europe (daily, 0.1 x 0.1° spatial resolution) in Netcdf format. Day and night vertical injection profiles (monthly 1.0 x 1.0° spatial resolution) is also available with 20 layers from 250 m to 9750 m, which have been transformed to WRF-Chem vertical layers. The data has been regrided to the WRFChem Lambert Conformal Conic grid using next neighbor interpolation. Fire emission data is given as total particulate matter (TPM).
WRF-Chem emission species have been calculated by speciation following Andreae and Merlet (2001) and Wiedinmyer et al. (2011) .
Biogenic emissions are based on the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN) model (Guenther et al., 2006) . MEGAN is on-line couple with WRF-Chem model and meteorology data from WRFeChem is used on-line into MEGAN model.
Meteorology and concentrations are analysed using yearly mean spatial distributions. Finally simulated concentrations and meteorological variables were compared against available observations in the domain. Observations include hourly data collected from AirBase and EMEP database. AirBase is the European air quality database maintained by the European Environmental Agency (EEA) through its European topic center on Air pollution and Climate Change mitigation. The European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP) is a scientifically-based and policy-driven program under the Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution (CLRTAP) for international co-operation to solve air pollution problems arising from the transboundary chemical transport of atmospheric contaminants. It comprises more than 100 stations which include aerosol information over Europe.
Results and discussion
The results from the simulations are presented as two groups. First one is the spatial distribution of the feedback effects impacts and the second one describes the evaluation of the two simulations. Fig. 1 shows the yearly mean shortwave radiation for base case (NONFBTI1) and absolute differences (FBES3-NONFBIT1) between the feedback effects simulation FBES3 and the base case. The simulation FBES3 which in includes the direct aerosol effect and the impact of simulated aerosol concentrations on cloud droplet formation (and thus the indirect aerosol effect) shows higher values of solar radiation over Atlantic Ocean and North Sea. The yearly mean short wave radiation is up to 70% (40 W/m 2 ) higher for FBES3 than for the non-feedback effects simulation. This strong impact is found for the areas of the domain with lowest solar radiation where cloud cover is an important factor. Absorption of solar radiation by black carbon (BC) and other aerosols can reduce cloud formation ("semidirect effect"). However, due to very low aerosol concentrations over the North Atlantic this effect cannot be responsible for the simulated lower cloud water content and higher solar radiation in the feedback case. Low aerosol concentrations with approximately 300 particles cmT 3 (yearly average) are found for this region. When aerosol cloud interactions depend on simulated aerosol concentrations, as in simulation FBES3, these small particle number concentrations result in cloud droplet numbers around 30 cmT 3 for the North Atlantic area. This droplet number concentration is much lower than the droplet number concentrations that are assumed for the baseline case NONFBIT1., There, a value of 250 cloud droplets cmT 3 is used throughout the modeling domain, which is the assumed default value when no feedback effects of simulated aerosol concentrations on cloud condensation is considered.
The very low cloud droplet numbers for FBES3 result in an earlier onset of precipitation than for the baseline case. We have observed a significant reduction (close to 70%) of the cloud liquid water path over the North Atlantic area when feedback effects are activated, values of 196 g/m 2 are observed on NONFBIT1 (base) and only 60 g/m 2 on FBES3 (feedback effects case). Also we found similar values of cloud fraction, 93% in case of NONFBITand 90% for FBES3. This strong decrease of the cloud liquid water content and the associated increase in global radiation can be observed for WRF-Chem not only for the MOSAIC aerosol module but also when the MADE/SORGAM aerosol module , Kong et al., 2015 as it results mainly from the definition of the baseline conditions.
Reduction of incoming solar radiation via backscattering occurs over the southern part of the domain where shortwave radiation is reduced up to 30 W/m 2 (10%). This reduction is due to the direct aerosol effect by Saharan dust. This effect may probably be underestimated due to the lack of the coarse dust fraction in the FBES3 simulation. The base simulation NONFBIT1 considers also the coarse dust fraction because a new dust fluxes constant and a desert dust improvement for spurious fluxes was introduced in the baseline simulation. However, since the simulated aerosol concentrations are not considered for the calculation of radiative transfer and cloud condensation of the baseline simulation, this addition of coarse dust in NOFBIT1 has no impact on the further discussion. When aerosol cloud interactions are explicitly considered, high aerosol particle numbers can result in high cloud numbers and an increased cloud optical depth. Over the Saharan increase of cloud optical depth due to high aerosol particle numbers plays only a minor role in this area due to the absence of clouds. Fig. 2 shows the yearly mean non-convective rain (mm) for base case (NONFBTI1) and absolute differences (FBES3-NONFBIT1) between the simulated grid scale precipitation for the feedback effects simulation and the base case. Aerosol cloud interactions are not included for convective precipitation.
Precipitation over the Atlantic is increased up to 25% when the effect of the aerosol on the cloud droplet formation is considered. For this area the FBES3 simulation shows lower values of cloud liquid water path and aerosol concentrations than the NONFBIT1 simulation (base). This enhanced precipitation may explain the temperature decease over North Atlantic that is shown in Fig. 3 . . The fact that the microphysics scheme is double moment when running with chemistry and one moment otherwise induces to the indirect effect to be the cause of lower temperatures. Fig. 4 shows the monthly mean relative differences (FBES3-NONFBIT1) of short wave radiation, temperature, and precipitation over North Atlantic Ocean between the feedbacks simulation and the base case. Over this area the increase of the solar radiation and precipitation are higher during the summer. In case of the near surface temperature we found a decrease for all months except May. The differences on precipitation are more important in June with a pronounced cooling effect in spite of the strong increase of the short wave radiation due to the indirect aerosol effect. Fig. 5 shows the yearly mean water vapor for the base case (NONFBTI1) and relative differences (FBES3-NONFBIT1/NONFBIT1) between the feedback effects simulation and the base case. The inclusion of the direct and indirect aerosol effect resulted in increased water vapor in particular over the North Atlantic and Northern Europe.
Accounting for aerosol radiative effects and aerosol cloud interactions tends to decrease in near surface temperature by up to 0.75 K over some part of the land areas Also aerosols increase water vapor over most of the domain by up to 3.2%. Over the North Atlantic region, lower particle numbers plus more precipitation result in an increase of water vapor and decreases of temperature for the case FBES3.
Over Northern Scandinavia there is a decrease of the yearly mean temperature due to increased long-wave radiation escaping to space resulting from the decrease of the cloud liquid water path. This cooling effect is prevalent in winter and it is dominant in Northern Europe due to the extremely low solar radiation. Some areas with higher particulate concentrations show a decrease in humidity and an increase of the air temperature near surface which follows to some extent the patterns of the change in solar radiation. Since the direct aerosol effect does generally lead to lower solar radiation and near surface temperatures over land surfaces, it can be concluded that the simulated temperature increase is probably due to indirect aerosol effects. There is a special zone at the Eastern part of Northern Africa where warming is observed. This area is close to the sea and not enough dust is emitted by the dust model, so it is an area with lower droplets numbers, increase of short wave radiation but there is no precipitation. Therefore, humidity is decreased and temperature increased. Fig. 6 shows the yearly mean planetary boundary layer height (PBLH) for base case (NONFBTI1) and absolute differences (FBES3-NONFBIT1) between the feedback effects simulation and the base case. The simulations with and without direct and indirect aerosol effect indicate that aerosols lead to reduced mean planetary boundary layer heights over most of the domain by up to 65 m (-19%) except for some areas in Norway and the Western Sahara where PBLH increases up to 40%. This effect could be explained with the feedback effects which enhance the convective process in higher layers close to the BL top. Fig. 7 shows a vertical profile at one point over the North Atlantic Ocean (NA) of the differences (FBES3-NONFBIT1) for water vapor and temperature. The point is the same that in Fig. 4 . The cooling effect over the NA by enhanced precipitation and humidity is present for the lowest layers, above the boundary layer the effect is opposite (increase temperature and decrease water vapor); above 6000 m the differences are insignificant. Fig. 8 shows that yearly mean ozone concentrations over Mediterranean area were increased up to 2 |ig/m 3 (3%) and decreased up to 2.2 |ig/m 3 (3.8%) over the North Atlantic Ocean for the case FBES3. The differences are associated with changes in solar radiation, water vapor mixing ratio and temperature, and precursor concentrations. Increases of ozone are located over the Mediterranean area where high NO x concentrations are observed, and where there is a small increase in the Western and a reduction in solar radiation in the Eastern part but a strong increase of the water vapor mixing ratio; this enhances ozone formation in which overcompensates the effect of the small reduction of the short wave radiation. Over the Atlantic where there are lower ozone concentrations for the case FBES3 in spite of the enhanced solar radiation due to the reduction in surface temperature (Fig. 3) .
Yearly mean sulfate particles changes, Fig. 9 , are between +90% over central Europe and -90% over North Atlantic. The differences of the FBES3 with respect to the NONFBIT1 could be explained with the fact that NONFBIT1 does not include the aqueous phase oxidation of SO2 by hydrogen peroxide, which is one of the major sources of sulfate in clouds and precipitation on the regional scale. Hourly values of simulated meteorology and species concentrations are evaluated using available observational data. Performance evaluation includes the following statistical parameters: Normalized Mean Bias (NMB), Normalized Mean Standard Error (NMSE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC). The model performance is evaluated for the two simulations, NONFBIT1 (base) and FBES3 (feedback effects). The simulation domain has been split into three parts: Northern Europe (NE) from latitude 51 °N, Central Europe (CE) for latitudes between 44° N and 54° N and finally Southern Europe (SE) for latitudes bellow 44°N. Spatial average is applied for station and model values over the subdomain or for the full domain (ALL). Table 1 shows domain average performance statistics over the European domain (ALL), Northern Europe (NE), Central Europe (CE) and Southern Europe (SE). The domain-wide performance statistics for variables predicted by NONFBIT1 and FBES3 are overall similar, noticeable changes occur for particles, due to different dust model implementations. Indeed, NONFBSIT1 included a modified Shaw et al. (2008) dust module for correcting the size distribution into MOSAIC aerosols with 4 bins. Moreover, a new dust flux constant and a desert dust improvement for spurious fluxes was introduced in the baseline simulation. NO 2 , SO 2 are largely under predicted by both simulations with a NMB of more than 60%. The underestimation can be attributed to overestimated surface wind speeds and/or underestimations of emissions. Wind speed (WSPD) is overpredicted for 35.5% (FBES3) and 34.7% (NONFBIT1). The high WSPD bias is mainly attributed to a poor representation of surface drag exerted by the unresolved topography. The simulated ozone and temperature agree reasonably well with observations at both simulations. The NONFBIT1 is slightly improved for ozone but is slightly worse for others from NMBs point of view. The correlation coefficient is slightly improved for the majority of the variables, demonstrating the benefits of using feedback effects for the temporal variability. The Central Europe subdomain gets better results for the majority of the variables. 
Conclusions
To investigate the sensitivity of the aerosol effects (direct plus indirect feedback effects) on meteorological variables and pollutant concentrations WRF-Chem model is applied over Europe in 2010. Two yearly simulations have been performed. The two case studies consist of one simulation without feedback effects (base) and the second one with direct aerosol effect, aerosol cloud interactions and indirect effects turned on. The yearly simulation permits to characterize the long-term variation trend. WRF-Chem variables are evaluated using available hourly observations in terms of performance statistics. Standardized observations from the ENSEMBLE system web-interface have been used. The research has been developed under the second phase of Air Quality Model Evaluation International Initiative (AQMEII).
Simulated feedback effects between aerosol concentrations and meteorological variables and on pollutant distributions strongly depend on the aerosol concentrations and the clouds. The analysis of the correlations between simulation and observations indicates slightly better results for the FBES3 simulation (with feedback effects). The performance of the WRF-Chem model can be considered to be reasonably good in terms of its overall capability of reproducing observed meteorological variables and chemical concentrations, although due to the coarse horizontal grid resolution and topography used in this study, wind speeds overestimation has been found.
As expected, the feedback effects are sometimes only minor effects, but a first analysis confirms that the sensitivity of the meteorology and air pollution to the aerosol concentrations can also be very important under certain circumstances. Although too low aerosol particle concentrations were simulated the results demonstrate the relevance of aerosol effects. A strong underestimation of the aerosol concentrations was not only found for WRFChem but also for the majority of the models participating in the AQMEII phase2. Further investigations are necessary with higher aerosol particle concentrations.
The most important effects were found for the North Atlantic zone with very low aerosol concentrations, low cloud droplet numbers and a reduced cloud liquid water path. For the WRF-Chem version applied here, the simulation without feedback effects uses constant and horizontally uniform droplet number concentrations, so the chosen number is a critical point when you have a single moment microphysics scheme (running without considering variable simulated aerosol concentrations). The inclusion of the feedback effects results in an increase of solar radiation by up to 70% over cloudy areas (North) due to the indirect aerosol effect and decrease up to 10% over more sunny locations (South) via backscattering. Aerosol effects produce an increase of the water vapor (up to 3%) and precipitation and decrease the planet boundary layer height (up to 20%) over the full domain except in the Sahara area where the maximum particle concentrations are detected. Ozone is increased (up to 3%) over the Mediterranean area and decreased (up to 4%) over the rest of the domain.
The two case studies presented here are complementary to further case studies with WRF-Chem within AQMEII. Forkel et al. (2015) and analized similar case studies where WRF-Chem was applied with a modal aerosol module and different gas phase chemistry, and with different cloud physics options. Comparison with the results presented there indicates the impact of using different cloud physics and chemistry modules on the model results and feedback effects are about of the same magnitude. However, when feedback effects were compared among simulations using the same configuration otherwise, the general impact of aerosol meteorology interactions shoed the same general features as presented here.
